
Chapter 19

Subjets omitted in this ourse

As stated in the introdution, it would not be possible to inlude the whole of relativity in

a book of manageable size. We hose to go into several seleted topis, but omitted some

other topis ompletely or nearly so. This short hapter is a list of the topis we omitted,

with some suggestions to the readers for further reading. The suggested reading inludes

only textbooks and monographs.

The following topis were overed inadequately or not at all:

1. Gravitational waves. Speaking most generally, a gravitational wave is any grav-

itational �eld that propagates through spae independently of matter. It may, but does

not have to be periodi. There exists a large olletion of exat solutions of Einstein's

equations desribing waves, for these see Ref. [33℄. There exists also an elaborate theory

of nearly-linear waves, a relatively good soure for it is the book by Ohanian and RuÆni

[210℄, and also the lassi MTW ourse [52℄. The theory of generation and detetion of

gravitational waves is worked out rather well, but progress in it is still going on, so the

urrent knowledge an be gained only from papers. Finally, a sophistiated and elaborate

experimental tehnology is already in plae, but to keep up with this one has to attend on-

ferenes in addition to reading literature. The pioneer of the searh for gravitational waves

was J. Weber; his small book an be reommended to readers interested in the history of

the subjet [211℄.

2. The Cauhy problem. In eah oordinate system, the set of Einstein's equations

an be separated into those equations that ontain at most the �rst-order time deriva-

tives of the metri omponents, and those that are of seond order in time. The former

are limitations imposed on the initial data, the latter are the dynamial evolution equa-

tions. This approah makes it possible to disuss suh problems as the global existene

or nonexistene of solutions of Einstein's equations, horizons in general spaetimes and

general priniples of propagation of gravitational waves. The pioneering paper in this �eld

was that by Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [212℄, that gave the name, ADM, to the whole

[210℄ H. C. Ohanian and R. RuÆni, Gravitation and spaetime. W. W. Norton & Company, New York

{ London 1994.

[211℄ J. Weber, General relativity and gravitational waves. Wiley Intersiene, New York 1961.

[212℄ R. Arnowitt, S. Deser and C. W. Misner, in Gravitation: An introdution to urrent researh.

Edited by L. Witten. Wiley Intersiene, New York 1962. Reprinted in Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 40, 1997
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approah. Refs. [52℄ and [166℄ are also good soures for this topi, and Ref. [106℄ makes

elaborate use of it.

3. Generating new stationary{axisymmetri solutions out of known solu-

tions. This is a very large �eld of ativity. The Kerr solution resulted from the Einstein

equations in onsequene of a set of assumptions, not all of whih had a lear interpre-

tation. Changing these assumptions one an obtain other solutions. The �rst important

step in this diretion was made by Ernst [213℄, who redued the Einstein equations for

stationary axisymmetri vauum spaetimes to one equation for one omplex funtion,

now alled the Ernst potential (in a subsequent paper, this approah was extended to

the Einstein{Maxwell equations [214℄). Then it was disovered that these equations admit

transformations of variables that lead from one solution to another, with a geometry that

is not a oordinate transform of the initial one. On the basis of this �nding, several gen-

erating tehniques for obtaining new solutions were introdued. Meanwhile, the most

famous among the next-generation stationary{axisymmetri metris, the Tomimatsu{Sato

solution [215℄, was found. An overview of the generating tehniques an be found in Ref.

[33℄, a more extended overview is the book by Belinskii and Verdaguer [216℄.

4. The Penrose transform. In this approah points of the spaetime that lie at

in�nity are mapped into �nite points of another manifold, whih in turn allows one to

disuss values of funtions instead of limits. This is a powerful tool, even though few

spaetimes are known for whih the Penrose transform was onstruted expliitly. More

on it an be found in the books by MTW [52℄ and by Hawking and Ellis [106℄.

5. Cosmi ensorship. This subjet was ompletely omitted in the present ourse.

It is a lively paradigm, on whih perhaps the best soure is the book by Joshi [166℄.

6. Experimental tests. Apart from the very few lassial and most basi tests, we

did not really do justie to this subjet. This is now a siene in itself, with large groups of

physiists involved in projets lasting many years. Apparently, there exists no up-to-date

book on it. As a historial introdution to the subjet, the old volume of proeedings of

the Fermi shool from 1972 an be reommended [217℄, a disussion of results and their

meaning for the theory an be found in Ref. [4℄.

7. Spinor methods. This subjet was also ompletely omitted in the present ourse.

A large monograph [218℄ is available.

8. Relativisti astrophysis. We did not give a fair representation of the lassial

appliations of relativity to astrophysis beause we onentrated on the oneptual basis of

relativity. The still most extended ourse on this subjet are the two volumes by Zeldovih

(2008) with an editorial note by J. Pullin, Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 40, 1989 (2008) and (auto)biographies

of the authors: Gen. Relativ. Gravit. 40, 1991, 1992 and 1993 (2008).
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and Novikov [219, 220℄, more brief aounts an be found in Refs. [52℄ and [221℄.

9. History of relativity. This subjet is treated rather super�ially in most textbooks,

and ours is no exeption. That history is important and an be exiting is best attested

by the lassi book by A. Pais [222℄ { a detailed aount of Einstein's life and sienti�

ativities. Other important soures are the book by Mehra [5℄ that explains how relativity

had been taking shape step by step, and the olletion of original papers in whih speial

and general relativity were reated, Ref. [6℄. Some important bits of history an be found

in the monograph by R. H. Dike [3℄.

10. Speial relativity. We omitted this subjet altogether beause we assumed that

speial relativity is now part of all ourses on eletrodynamis and should be familiar to

anyone setting out to study general relativity. Should any reader need to learn, we re-

ommend the following soures: Synge's book [223℄ is an expert-level omplete textbook.

The book by Kopzy�nski and Trautman [224℄ is only in a small part devoted to speial

relativity, but it presents an enlightening geometrial approah that simpli�es many prob-

lems. Equally enlightening is the textbook by Rindler [124℄. Finally, speial relativity in

the ontext of eletrodynamis is presented in a readable way by Jakson [225℄.
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